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An analysis of acoustic wave propagation in a waveguide carrying an incompressible mean 
flow is presented. The radius of the waveguide is taken to vary slowly as a function of axial 
location. It is shown that the dynamic behavior of the enclosed fluid can be parametrized by 
the small parameter e, where e is the ratio of the typical duct radius Ro and the wall 
wavelength Lo. An analytical solution for the pressure field in the duct is given in terms of a 
regular perturbation expansion in e. The method of matched asymptotic expansions is used to 
evaluate the refractive effect of a thin mean-flow boundary layer on the acoustic pressure field. 
It is shown that in the case where the duct geometry conforms to that of a circular cosh duct 
the effect of higher-order turning points in the wave equation can be effectively handled by a 
closed-form solution that approximately solves the governing equations. The results of analysis 
are compared to those obtained using numerical methods. 

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv 

INTRODUCTION 

Many aspects of acoustic wave propagation in ducts car- 
rying a mean flow have been studied over the past 20 years. 
One reason for the prolonged interest in such problems is 
that flow ducts represent the quintessential element in pro- 
cessing systems, aircraft engines, and combustion systems. 
In general, the duct may have a cross section that varies 
along its axis as well as spatial variations in the mean velocity 
distribution. Hence, the problem precludes exact analytical 
solution. As a result, a number of investigators •-6 have re- 
sorted to approximate analytical techniques as well as nu- 
merical methods to determine the problem solution. How- 
ever, two issues have not been resolved satisfactorily. The 
first deals with the refractive effect of a thin mean-flow 

boundary layer in cases where the acoustic wavenumber is 
not a constant as a function of the axial position. The second 
is the effect of a higher-order turning point resulting from 
changes in the acoustic wavelength as the pressure distur- 
bance propagates along the duct. 

The wave-envelope method (WEM) has recently been 
used to solve similar duct acoustics problems. •'2 However, 
WEM is essentially a lowest-order implementation of WKB 
theory. Hence, it yields solutions that are valid only outside 
the vicinity of turning points. As the axial wavenumber goes 
through zero, it is well known that a higher-order approxi- 
mation is necessary if a uniformly valid solution for the pres- 
sure is to be obtained. 

In this article we demonstrate that direct use of a regular 
perturbation sequence for the axial variation of pressure is 
free of such serious drawbacks. The turning-point features 
are fully contained in the zeroth-order problem. As a result, 
the perturbation series is automatically uniformly valid in 
the axial direction. 

The specific problem addressed in this article is acoustic 
wave propagation in a waveguide carrying a mean flow. We 
will obtain an approximate solution for the pressure field 
using a regular perturbation sequence in e. Sheafing of the 
mean flow is taken to be confined to a thin layer of O(A), 
where A ,•Ro, the typical wall radius. As a result of the rapid 
radial variation of the mean-flow velocity in the vicinity of 
the walls, the radial variation of the pressure will be analyzed 
using the method of matched asymptotic expansions. 

The enclosed fluid is assumed to be inviscid, isentropic 
and to respond linearly to harmonic excitation. In our analy- 
sis, we examine wave propagation in waveguides of circular 
cross section that have a radius that varies as a function of 

the horizontal position X (see Fig. 1. ). The degree of vari- 
ation in duct geometry is measured by a small parameter e, 
where e is the ratio of the two length scales Ro and Lo. Here, 
Ro is a measure of the typical duct radius and Lo represents 
the typical wall wavelength. Throughout our analysis we 
will assume that the wall slope is O(e): 

o (ro o ) _ dX 

Section I will be devoted to the nondimensionalization 

of the linear inviscid equations of motion. The pressure and 
particle velocities will be expressed in terms of a truncated 
asymptotic sequence in e. In Secs. II and III we will present 
the solution for the coefficients of this asymptotic sequence. 
It will be shown that a closed-form approximate solution for 
the pressure can be obtained if the waveguide geometry takes 
the form of a circular cosh duct. An analysis of the pressure 
in the region of the mean-flow boundary layer is also given. 
The mean-flow boundary layer is shown to give rise to a 
modulation of the acoustic pressure amplitude. Section IV 
will be devoted to a discussion of the results of our analysis. 
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FIG. 1. Schematic of a circular cosh duct. 

I. NONDIMENSIONALIZATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF 
MOTION 

In this section we will present the equations governing 
inviscid linear wave propagation in a waveguide carrying an 
incompressible mean flow. We will also present a scheme for 
nondimensionalizing the equations of motion. The resulting 
nondimensional equations will govern acoustic wave propa- 
gation in the duct. 

The oscillatory particle velocities U*, V*, W* and the 
pressure P * in the duct satisfy the following equations: 

Po-•- + P ' 8X OR + V * + =0, 8R 3X 

Po 8T 4-p 8X 4-U* 4- ' 4- =0, ax 

Po 8T + p 8X + • rgR + 
(1) 

1 8P* 
4 --0, 

R 80 

1 •3P* (•3U* 1 •3(RV*) t 1 •3W*) cg 8T t-po \ sx + •- 8R R 80 ' 

1 (•8P* 8P*) + ax +v = o, 8R 

where P * is the oscillatory pressure, Po is the rest density of 
the fluid, Co is the speed of sound, and U *, V* and W * repre- 
sent the oscillatory particle velocities in the X, R, and 0 di- 
rections, respectively. 

Consider a rigid-walled waveguide of circular cross sec- 
tion with the radius varying slowly along the x axis (Fig. 1 ). 
If the fluid in the duct behaves in an inviscid fashion under 

acoustic excitation, the only boundary condition that must 
be satisfied is the no-penetration condition on the boundary. 
This may be written as 

V* -- R o d•(X/Lo) U* 
dX 

at R = Ro•(X/Lo). 
The dynamic behavior of the enclosed fluid is character- 

I 

ized by the relationship between two length scales, namely, 
( 1 ) the typical duct radius Ro and (2) the typical wall wave- 
length Lo. We will assume R (X) is O(Ro). The slope of the 
duct is assumed to be O(e). Hence, 

?Tooi' = = 
where e = Ro/Lo and ?' = O( 1 ). 

The normal component of the mean velocity is zero on 
the wall. Given that wall slope is O(e), we expect the typical 
amplitude of the vertical component of the mean velocity Vo 
to be related to the typical amplitude of the horizontal veloc- 
ity Uo as 

Vo = eUo. 

The variation of the mean velocity with X is related to the 
magnitude of the wall wavelength which is O(Lo). For the 
acoustic quantities, the spatial variations are related to the 
acoustic wavelength X = O(Ro). Hence, the mean-flow ve- 
locities will be functions of a slow nondimensional axial vari- 

able x•, where 

x• = e(X /Ro). 

Along the radial direction the mean-flow velocities vary rap- 
idly as R - Ro?(X/Lo) approaches •, where • is the bound- 
ary-layer thickness of U and V. Therefore, the mean-flow 
variables will be functions of a fast radial variable (r -- ?)/& 
where 

, 

a - 
and 

6 = A/Ro. 

The consequences of this choice of scaling will be addressed 
shortly. Our nondimensionalization scheme for the oscilla- 
tory variables is 

u = U*/Uo, v = V*/Uo, w = W*/Uo, 
and 

P = P */(CopoUoRo). 
For the coordinates the nondimensionalizations are 

x = x/Ro, x• = x/Lo = xe, r = R /Ro, 

where 

(x r--•)U (x r--?)V V 
T co Uo 

t=•, k--•Ro, and rn=•. 
(Ro/co) c Co 

Choosing a time dependence of the form e- ik, and a 0 depen- 
dence e inø, Eqs. ( 1 ) in terms of the nondimensional variables 
are 

-iku + m(u• + 1)•r) q-em(ux,• q- U•.I;i + •Idr) +p• +ep•, =0, 
-- ikv + m ( •v• ) + em [ ( •l) ) r '3 t- ett•x, ] n t- P r: O, 
-- ikw + m(•w• ) + •m[•w r q- •(w/r) q- •Wx, ] q- (in/r)p = O, 
--ikp+ [u• + (1/r)(rv) r q- (in/r)w] +m•p• +EUjiji nt-me(•px, q-•Pr) 

(2) 
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for the complex amplitudes, and the steady continuity equa- 
tion becomes 

•X! + (l/r) (•)r •- O. 
We point out that the influence of the mean vertical velocity 
• on the acoustic wave is measured by the parameter e, which 
is the wall slope. The wall boundary condition is 

/9(Xl,X,•) •_ •.•t (X1)U(Xi,X,•) 

at r = ?(Xl). We will express the complex amplitudes p, u, v, 
and to in terms of an asymptotic sequence in integer powers 
ofe. Successive approximations for the pressure and particle 
velocity can be determined by evaluating higher-order coef- 
ficients of this sequence: ' 

(p,u,v,w) -- E1 (p,u,v,w), (3) 
where 

N 

Enf(Xl'x'r'6;6) -- Z fn (X1,x,r,6) 6n q- 0(6 N + 1). 
n=O 

II. SOLUTION AT ZEROTH ORDER 

In this section we will consider the solution of the ze- 

roth-order problem. Our primary concern at this order of 
approximation will be to determine how an acoustic wave 
propagates within and outside the mean-flow boundary lay- 
er. To this end the space within the waveguide will be split 
into two regions. The first will be called the outer region and 
the second will be termed the inner region. The outer region 
is defined as the region of space where (r -- •) is O( 1 ). This 
approach is merited as a result of the fact that both mean- 
flow variables • and • are functions of the fast radial variable 

(r - ?)/6 and the slow axial variable x 1. In the outer region 
the shear contributed by the radial variation of the mean- 
flow profile has little effect on acoustic wave propagation. 
The major influence of the mean flow is that of modifying the 
axial variation of the acoustic wavelength. The inner region 
is defined to be the region of space where (r- •) is O(6). 
This region is characterized by a rapid variation in the mean- 
flow profile. The shear of the mean flow in this region results 
in refraction of the acoustic wave. As a result of the local 

validity of the pressures obtained, the solutions in each of the 
aforementioned regions will be singular in the other region. 
Therefore, to obtain a globally valid solution for the acoustic 
pressure we will use the method of matched asymptotic ex- 
pansions. 7 The equations governing acoustic propagation at 
this order of approximation are obtained by substituting Eq. 
(3) into Eqs. (2) and equating like terms in eø: 

--ikuo + m(uox• + O0•r) q-POx •-O, (4) 

-- ikv o + rn ( •Vox ) + POr •- O, ( 5 ) 

-- ikwo + rn ( •Wox ) + (in/r)œo = O, (6) 

- ikœo + [ Uox + (l/r) (rVo)r 
+ (in/r)Wo] + m(•pox) = 0, (7) 

where the pressure Po satisfies the wave equation 

L (po,•,•,k) = - k 2po - [ 1 - (mfi) 2 

-- (l/r) (•'POr)r q- (n2/r2)po 

-- 2m•œoxik -- 2m ( •rOOx ) •- O. ( 8 ) 

The boundary condition at this order is 

Vo = 0 at r = •(Xl). (9) 

Note that solving Eq. (8), as it stands, would yield a pressure 
field that is globally valid in the radial direction. This can 
only be achieved numerically. Recall, however, that • and • 
are functions of the fast radial variable (r -- ?)/6. This im- 
plies that the acoustic pressure inside and outside the mean- 
flow boundary layer can be evaluated in terms of locally 
valid solutions in each of the respective regions. These solu- 
tions will be in the form of singular asymptotic expansions in 
terms of gauge functions in 6. A globally valid solution for 
the pressure can then be determined by matching the local 
solutions in the radial direction. 

A. Outer solution 

In the limit of 6 approaching zero the contribution of the 
term (•rVOx) in Eq. (8) is null. Therefore, in the outer re- 
gion, the pressure satisfies the equation 

( 1 -- m2•o )Poxx q- ( 1/r) (rpor)r 
q- ( k • - n:/t a )po q- 2ikm•o Pox = O, ( 1 O) 

where 

rio = fi[ (r- ?)/6 = oO,Xl]. 

The solution for the pressure can be expressed as 

mu o 
po(r,x,xl) = f(r,xl) exp ik dx g(x,x ) - o• 1 - m2• 1 ' 

Substituting Eq. ( 11 ) into Eq. (10) yields for g(x,xl) 

+ tk - = o 
and for f(r,x 1 ) 

frr q- 1/rfr q- (•/•2 __ n2/r 2)f_ O, 
where 

•/[1 - (milo)2], 
2/[ 1 -- (m•o)2] 2, 

and 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

rio = fi[x•,(r- •)i6 = oo ]. 

The value of 7/must be such that the boundary condition 
Vo = 0 at r = ? is satisfied by the inner solution, which is 
dependent on the influence of the mean-flow boundary layer. 
Examining Eq. (12), we see that both/• and • are slowly 
varying functions of x. As x approaches q- oo the leading- 
order behavior of the pressure is 

mu o 

Po-•f(r,x i ) exp ik m2•2 dx 

Xexp -Fi •:2_•_) dx], 
which is identical to the result obtained via the wave-enve- 

lope method. 1,2 However, if (/c 2 _ •/•2) approaches zero in 
any interval in x, the aforementioned result is not uniformly 
valid in x. This state of affairs is a result of the assumption 
that (/c 2 _ •/•2) is O( 1 ) for all x. The underlying assump- 
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tion in the wave-envelope method is that 

for all x. As the acoustic pressure wave approaches a cutoff 
region, this condition is not satisfied. Furthermore, the 
wave-envelope method is simply a zeroth-order implementa- 
tion of WKB theory. If we assume that • and •, are slowly 
varying in x and relax this assumption on ?, we can retain the 
behavior of the pressure through regions where axial wave- 
number becomes small, or even negative, and as a result we 
can obtain a globally valid approximation to the x depen- 
dence of pressure. The utility of such an approach can be 
readily exemplified in the case where the axial variation in 
the radius takes the form of a "circular-cosh" duct. If 

(•-/•) • =•3 • - (•3 • - 1 )½2t• cosh(2/•) 

+ (13 2 -- 1)e2•'[cosh2(,u)sech2(ex 

-- sinh (2/•) tanh (ex --/• ) ], 
where 

r = •( oo )/•( -- oo ) = •+/•-, 

/• = •( - oo )/•(o) = •-/•o, 

and 

/z = •, In[ (/• 2 _ 1/•)/(/• 2 _ 1 ) ]. 
It can be shown that g(x,x, ) is 

g(x,xl) = ei/2(k+-k-)tx-•'/•)(e (x•-•') + e-(X•-•)) * 

X [AoF(a,b;c;z ) + Bozl-c 

XF(b -- c + 1,a - c + 1;2 - c;z) ], (14) 

for x<O, 
muo 

Eo P = El n (X 1 ) exp [ i (nO - kt) ] exp ik 
' -oo 1 -- m2•g 

where 

7,-= lim 

k + = lim (/c 2- •/•a)l/2, 

k- = lim (/c 2- 
x---• -- • 

a = «[1 -- i(k +/E + k-/E--s)], 
b = •[1 - i(k +/•+ k-/•+s)], 
c = 1 - ik +/•, 

• = •(k + + k- )/e, 
Z = (e 2(e•-•) + 1 

s= (4e•(• z-- 1)[•-•/(•-)•]cosh•(•)- 1• 1/2, 
• = • ln[(• •-- 1/•)/(• •-- 1)], 

and F(a,b;c;z), F(b -- c + 1,a - c + 1 ;2 -- c;z) are hyper- 
geometric functions. Here, .40 and Bo are arbitrary at this 
point. Insofar as • and • are slowly varying in x, Eq. (14) 
represents an exact solution of Eq. (12). As x approaches 
d- oo, the leading behavior of the pressure must be identical 
to that obtained using the wave-envelope method and regu- 
lar through any turning points in x. Hence, Bo must be equal 
to zero. In the limit of 6 approaching zero the boundary 
condition on fbecomes fr = 0 on the walls of the duct. To 
determine the influence of the mean-flow boundary layer we 
must examine the inner region. Using the result given in Eq. 
(14) and solving Eq. ( 13 ) subject to the boundary condition 
fr = 0 at (r = ? + 0(6) yield the following results for the 
acoustic pressure: 

X {exp(ik - x) [•b• + -k-)/•F(c -- a,c - b;c - a - b + 1;1 -- z) ]} 
+ R exp( -- ik - x) [•b(_ •+ + •-)/•F(a,b;a + b -- c + 1;1 - z) ] + O(e) + O(6), 

and for x > 0 

[ ( ff m•o )](•/l, nr ) gop : Gin (xl)exp(inO-- kt) exp ik dx Jn 
' --oo 1 -- m2• 

X Texp(ik + x) [•i()+-•-)/•F(a,b;c;z) ] + O(e) + 0(6), 

(15) 

(16) 

where 

•b_ = 1 d-e 2(xe-•), 

•b+ 1 + e- 2(•-•,) 

R = F(b)F(a)F(c - a -- b) ei2k-t• ' 
F(a + b-- c)F(c-- a)F(c- b) 

T= F(b)F(a) •,- e" - . 
F(c)F(c-a--b) 

Here, R and T represent the complex reflection and trans- 
mission coefficients, respectively. As mentioned earlier, we 

I 

must examine the pressure in the inner region to find the 
appropriate boundary condition onf 

B. Inner solution 

Now let us direct our attention to the oscillatory motion 
of the fluid in proximity to the walls of the duct. As (r - ?) 
becomes O(•), the term (•rVO,•) in Eq. (8) becomes O( 1 ). 
The increase in the magnitude of this term is the result of the 
rapid deceleration of the mean flow near the walls. As a 
result, the axial wavenumber varies rapidly as a function of 
the radial position. Therefore, the equations described in the 
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previous section are singular in the limit of (r- ?) ap- 
proaching •. Hence, a locally valid set of equations must be 
derived to describe the fluid motion in this region of space. 
When (r - •) becomes O(•), $Vo becomes of O( 1 ). Using 
this information, we can derive a set of local variables and 
equations governing the motion of the fluid. The inner vari- 
ables are 

r* = (r-- •)/6, x = x* u* = u, f* 

v* = v/B -- F EU* •* = •/B - 

Substituting the aforementioned variables into Eqs. (2) and 
truncating the resulting equations to terms of O( 1 ), the fol- 
lowing equation is obtained for the zeroth-order pressure: 

P•*"* q- 6r* +-••r p•* -- • m•* 
+ 62 k 2 __ p, m2•2 (•r* + ?)2' + (1-) 

X * i2kmf*p•,** ] O(E) 
where 

• exp(-ik ). _ ;• dx 

(17) 

The boundary condition is that 

/Or. =0 at r* =0. 

The inner pressure and the eigenvalue are sought in terms of 
asymptotic expansions in 6: 

p* (x,x •,r*,Tl,•/?) = gO. (X,Xl,r. Tol, •/•) 

+ 6•pi*(x,x•,r*yl,./•) + o(6 •) 
Tl, n = TOl, n q- 6rll, n q- 

where j must be determined from matching the inner and 
outer solutions. 

As 6 approaches zero the outer limit ofp* must be equal 
to the inner limit ofpo. The pressure in the inner region must 
also satisfy the aforementioned boundary condition. There- 
fore, the zeroth-order approximation for the local pressure is 

pO. = Po (x,•). ( 18 ) 

This, of course, is just a statement of continuity in pressure. 
For the boundary condition to be satisfied, the zeroth-order 
approximation to the eigenvalue is 

Yl.• = Yol,• + 0(6), (19) 

where Yol.• is identically equal to the eigenvalue evaluated in 
the absence of shear in the mean flow. The influence of shear 

on both the pressure and eigenvalue must be determined at 
higher order. 

The next term in the asymptotic sequence for the local 
pressure is of O(Y), where j must be determined through 
matching conditions imposed by the outer pressure field. 
The pressure at O(Y) satisfies the equation 

+ _ n/?2)P ø* 
+(1 2-2 o. i2kmf*p•** 20) --mu )p•,.•,. + ]=0. ( 
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In order to solve this equation we utilize spatial Fourier 
transforms. Taking the spatial Fourier transform in x of the 
pressure in Eq. (20) yields 

( 2fir. m/•) p• 
where 

A A A(to,r*) = [ (•/,n -- n2)/•2] Pø* -- m2(fi 2 fo2) 

xpo, (/•)2 q- i2km(• -- fio)Pø*(/•) 
and 

p.•. = 1 f_• P-•*e '• d•. 2rr 

The solution for the if-order pressure coefficient is 

r* .A-- 2 62 P J* ---- B 1 + B 2 (loum -- ik) ds - -J 

X (lwum -- ik) 2 ds •_ 2' ' 
twum -- ik ) 

If P•* = 0 at r* = 0 
A 

B2 = -- .•- 2 ß 
( twum -- ik ) 

The coefficient B• and the gauge function • must be deter- 
mined through the matching of the inner and outer solutions 
in the radial direction. We will now direct our attention to 

the matching condition on the inner and outer solutions. 
Recall from the previous section that the outer pressure field 
is of the form po(x,x•,ryt,./•). Taking the spatial Fourier 
transform of the outer solution in x yields Po (t•,x •,ryt,./•). 
In the limit of D,. and r approaching Yot,. and •, respectively, 

Po ( t$,•t,. /• ) = Po(tW,ro•,. ) 

+ [<Yl,. -- •/Ol, n ) q- <r-- •)]Porl?,rOl,. 
q- [ (Yl, n -- YOl, n )2 q- 2(yl, n __ YOl, n ) (r -- •) 

+ (r -- •)2] (Porr/2!)I?,ro/,, + h.o.t. 
Transforming this result into inner variables and truncating 
at order 6 2 yield 

Po(t'•,ryl../•) = Po(i•,YOl.. ) + 6(•/11, n q- r*)Porl?,rol,,, 
Port 

q- 62 (•ll, n q- 2yll, n r* + r '2) 
2! ?,rol.. 

+0(62). 

It is important to note that Por is zero in the aforementioned 
limit. Thus for the inner and outer pressures to match, the 
gauge function for the P•* coefficient must be 62. Any other 
choice would result in an inconsistency at this order of the 
expansion. Matching the inner to the outer solution for the 
pressure we find 

Porr 
lim P•o* = (r* + 7/ll, n )2 . 
r*- • 2! 

The aforementioned result appears to differ from that ob- 
tained by Myers and Chuang. a In their investigation they left 
the eigenvalue as a free parameter in the expansion. This 
choice resulted in transcendental equation of the eigenvalue 
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involving the parameter 6. As 6 approaches zero the eigen- 
value can be represented by an asymptotic sequence in 6. In 
such a case, their results would be in agreement with those 
presented here. The second-order coefficient of the local 
pressure is 

1 A 

P•* = fo .4 dr* ( i•m - ik ) 2 

r' ß a • 2 .A • X -- (tcoum -- ik) dr* q- (tCouom - ik) 2 

a a 

__ r* (twum -- ik) 2 ds 
( i•m - ik ) 2 

- (•,,, - 1),•/2 . 
r*=l 

The eigenvalue valid to second order in 6 is 

Yl, n = YOl, n q- 81yll, n q- 0(82), 
where 

fo• ( • ) t•om - ik ) 2 ?ql, n = ( i•m -- ik ) 2 ,4 r* = • 

(21) 

(22) 

Examining this result for •/l,n we see that shear in the mean 
flow serves to modify the eigenva!ue as a function of the 
spatial frequency. Hence, we expect the eigenvalue to vary 
with axial position. The degree of modification is dependent 
on the spatial bandwidth of the outer pressure field. Hence, 
the outer solution given in Eqs. (15) and (16) is valid to 
0(6) if?5, n is taken to be a constant inx. It is also important 
to note that the result is singular as YOl, n becomes O(1/6). In 
such a case the refractive effect of the mean-flow boundary 
layer would not be confined to the inner region. 

C. Composite solution 

Both inner and outer solutions given in the previous two 
sections can now be combined into a single composite solu- 
tion. This solution is uniformly valid throughout the domain 
of interest. This composite expansion is 

•2 [ P J* (t'•,r*) -- P J* (t'•, 1 ) ] e c•x d•, Eo,2P = Po + • - oo 
(23) 

where the expressions forpo are given in Eqs. ( 15 ) and (16). 
The solution given above is valid to 0(6) in the outer region 
and valid to 0(63 ) in the inner region. 

--ikWl + m(•wlx ) + (in/r)pl 

= -- m [ •Wor + •(Wo/r) + •Wox, ], 

--ikpl q- [U•x q- (1/r)(rVl)r q- (in/r)wl] q- m•p•x 
= -- Ux, -- m(•Pox, + •POr ), 

where the pressure P l satisfies 

(26) 

(27) 

L(pl,•,•,k) = -- m(- ik q- m• 8) + 

-- m i •x• + • •r ( - ikpo + miPox) 
- 2m [ (•/r) (woin - Uox ) + •r 

X ([}Or -- UOx ) q- •rtJOx, ] q- 2poxx,. (28) 

The boundary condition at this order of approximation is 

P•r = •" (Xl)POx at r = •(X 1). 

Outside the boundary layer of the mean flow, Eq. (28) can 
be rewritten as 

( 1 -- m2•2o )P•xx + (l/r) (rpl r )r 
+ (k 2 _ n2/r 2)p 1 q- 2ikm•o p ix = Q, (29) 

where 

Q = 2m •o •Xl + •o •rr ( - ikpo + mupo• ) 
+ 2m [ (•r) (woin - Uo• ) 

+ •Or (OOr -- Uox ) ] -- 2poxxl ' 
By virtue of the boundary condition, the particular solution 
of the first-order coefficient of the pressure can be represent- 
ed as the sum of two terms: 

P l (r,x,x 1 ) = Cl,•l (r,x 1 ) 

mUo 
X exp ik dx g(x,x•) 

-• 1 - m2• 

+ B(x,x 1 )f(r,x 1 ), (30) 

where 

f(r,xl) = Jn (•/01, n i'/•) q- 0(6) 

III. SOLUTION AT FIRST ORDER 

In this section we will outline the solution of the first- 

order problem. We will show that the function C•,n (Xl) giv- 
en in Eqs. (15) and (16) satisfies a first-order differential 
equation in the slow variable xl and that this equation repre- 
sents a solvability condition for our asymptotic representa- 
tion of the pressure. 

At order e the operation governing the complex ampli- 
tude of the pressure P l is given in Eqs. (24)-(28). 

-- ikUl q- m(ulx• q- Ul•r) q-Plx 

= -- rn (Uox • + uffix, + FUor )POx,, 

-- ikt} 1 q- rn (•v•x ) + Plr : -- rn [ (•Vo)r q- •[}Ox, ], 

(24) 

(25) 

andg(x,xl ) is given in Eq. (14). The functions fl andB must 
be determined by direct solution of Eq. (29) and automati- 
cally satisfy the first-order boundary condition. Hence, it 
has no direct bearing on the functional behavior of C•,n (Xl). 
It is the solution of the first term in Eq. (30) that gives rise to 
the solvability condition. Therefore, we concentrate our ef- 
fort on the influence of the first term on the pressure. 

By direct substitution of the first term given in Eq. (30), 
multiplying the result by rf(r,xl) and integrating the result 
in the radial direction over the interval O to ? we find that 

Cl, n (X 1 ) satisfies the equation 
d 

• Cl, n q- ]3(Xl)Ct, n -- 0(•), (31 ) 
dx 1 
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where 

d d 
•(X 1 ) = O• • ln(•) + O• 1 • ln(•o), 

dXl dx• 

1 -- ( 1 -- rrt2•o 2 ) ( 1 -- 2A•,m ) 
a(Xl) = 

2( 1 -- rn2•o 2 A1, n 
rn2•o 2 ( 1 -- 2Ai, n ) + 2Ai, n 

•1 • , 
2 ( 1 -- m2•o 2 ) A1, n 

and 

u•O • [ l'J 2n ( •'Ol, n i'/• ' ) hl, n • ø 
[•2J2n(YOl, n)] 

Equation (31 ) is similar to the result given by Uenishi and 
Meyers for the modulation amplitude of an acoustic distur- 
bance traveling in a two-dimensional waveguide. The only 
difference is that the first term in the expression for • is pre- 
multipied by the term a. The influence of the vertical compo- 
nent of the mean-flow velocity is manifest in the term 
a•d[ln(•o) ]/dx•. Therefore, we can say that the vertical 
velocity serves to modulate the acoustic pressure at lowest 
order through the variation of the function Cl, n. Intermodal 
coupling occurs at O (6) through the effect of the mean-flow 
boundary layer. For small values of the Math number, Cl, n 
can be approximated as 

Cl, n =A /•o + O(m2) + O($), (32) 
where A is determined by the initial condition placed on the 
pressure. 

IV. RESULTS 

In this section we present some numerical results ob- 
tained from the analysis given in the previous sections. Since 
the validity of the solution. given• here is predicated on the 
assumption that the variation of k and •' in Eq. (12) can be 
effectively modeled by a hypergeometric function having 
constant arguments, we will first compare the numerical so- 

e=l.0 

-5.00 o'.oo 5:00 
Xe 

FIG. 2. Magnitude of the (1,0) mode of the acoustic pressure plotted versus 
axial location for an entrance Mach number of 0.05. Arrows denote the 
region of mode cutoff. Circles denote numerical solution ofEq. (12), while 
the solid line denotes the analytical solution given in Eqs. ( 15 ) and (16). 

-s.oo o:oo s:oo 

XE 

FIG. 3. Magnitude of El, n plotted versus axial location. Circles denote nu- 
merical solution of Eq. (31 ), while the solid line denotes the analytical solu- 
tion given in Eq. (32). 

lution to those given in Eqs. (15) and (16). In our calcula- 
tions the mean flow •o will be modeled by the expression 
17•. 

For local Mach numbers ranging between 0.0 and 0.2 we 
found that the pressure solution given in Eqs. ( 15 ) and (16) 
was in good agreement with the results obtained by direct 
numerical solution of Eq. (12). Agreement is precise even 
for values of e equal to one. This is the result of the model 
used for the mean flow. In using the aforementioned approx- 
imation the error in the pressure is O(rn2). Therefore, the 
hypergeometric function having constant arguments a, b, 
and c accurately represents the pressure solution for small 
values of Mach number. The result for the pressure for a 
single geometric configuration will be given here. This con- 
figuration corresponds to the case where the entrance radius 
is 1.0, the contraction radius is 0.5, the exit radius is 0.75, and 
e = 1. In Fig. 2 we have plotted a typical result for the mag- 
nitude of the pressure tabulated using Eqs. (15) and (16). In 
the case plotted, k and y are set equal to 1.00z- and 0.5861 
respectively. The value of y chosen corresponds to the (1,0) 
mode of the duct. The mean flow enters the duct at a Mach 
number of 0.05 and exits with a Mach number of 0.089. A 
maximum of 0.2 occurs in the value of the Mach number at 

the constriction of the duct. The solid lines represent the 
pressure solution for the (1,0) mode and the circles repre- 
sent the values computed numerically. Note that the acousti- 
cal mode cuts off in the region of the contraction and cuts on 
elsewhere. The regions of wave cutoff are denoted by the 
arrows along the x axis. We see that for values ofx which are 
less than zero we have a standing wave which results from 
the scattering of the acoustic wave from the constriction. 
The remaining energy is transmitted to regions of space cor- 
responding to values of x greater than zero. 

In Fig. 3, we have plotted the pressure amplitude enve- 
lope Cl, n for the (1,0) mode under the conditions given 
above. The numerical results obtained by solving Eq. (31 ) 
numerically are denoted in circles while the approximate 
expression for Ct, n is denoted by the solid line. We see that 
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the approximate expression is in excellent agreement for 
small values of Mach number. 

v. CONCLUSION 

An analysis of acoustic wave propagation in a slowly 
varying circular cosh duct carrying an incompressible mean 
flow has been presented. The solution for the acoustic pres- 
sure was obtained in terms of a regular perturbation expan- 
sion in e and a singular expansion in the boundary-layer 
thickness 6. The singular behavior of the pressure in the 
mean-flow boundary layer was analyzed using the method of 
matched asymptotic expansions. It was found that the pres- 
sure is affected at 0(62), whereas the eigenvalues of the 
crossmodes are affected at 0(6). The refractive effect of the 

boundary layer is shown to be significant when the mean- 
flow boundary-layer thickness becomes of the order of the 
crossmode wavelength. The axial variation of the acoustic 
wavenumber can cause significant difficulties if the wave en- 
velope method is used, especially in the vicinity of turning 
points. The solution we have given, however, remains uni- 
formly valid through such regions. 
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